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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0368233A2] According to the invention a method for perching leather is developped and a perching machine suited to carry out said
perching process are disclosed. The perching process comprises a stage of continuous progress of the leather to be treated, a stage of stretching
the leather at several spots of its surface by forcing it by means of pegs to penetrate the holes of a counter-plate and a stage of relaxation of the
leather due to the withdrawal of the pegs from the stretching holes, wherein during the stretching stage a simultaneous smoothing operation on the
leather surface occurs thanks to the translation of the pegs within the stretching holes. The perching machine carrying out said process comprises
a plurality of plates with pegs (7) each counterposed to a counterplate (11) presenting holes (12), into which the leather (20) is forced to penetrate
by the vertical action exerted by the pegs (9) attached to the top of the plates with pegs (7). Each plate with pegs (7) is connected with an articulated
quadrilateral (50) and in combination with the rotation of the cam (14) it achieves an alternated vertical rotating and translating motion.
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